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Holiday Inn Express at Orlando Airport
Converts to HotAir Internet Solution
Reliable HotAir system resolves frustrating Internet issues.
ORLANDO , FL - January 2005 -- HotAir Network Group is pleased to announce that Holiday Inn Express, Orlando
Airport , has successfully converted to the HotAir Internet Solution. The property switched to HotAir from a system
that was frustrating hotel guests and ultimately impacting occupancy. Located near Orlando International Airport with
convenient access to any part of Orlando , the hotel serves the business traveler and is a well-situated location for offsite meetings. The hotel was recently renovated and offers a sophisticated atmosphere that facilitates travel for
business professionals as well as vacationers.
"We are pleased to get the opportunity to work with Holiday Inn Express, Orlando Airport . We are finding that more
and more hotels are struggling with their current guest Internet solution providers. This is another example of HotAir's
commitment to quickly and efficiently help properties get on track, solve brand standards, and resolve guest
frustration," said Sam Triever, CTO of HotAir Network Group.
"It is such a relief to have HotAir providing our guest Internet solution. The previous vendor, and the solution they
offered, couldn't meet the demands of our guests. We constantly had to offer compensation for the poor service.
HotAir was up and operational within two weeks of signing the contract and our guest Internet issues have
disappeared," stated Tim Tonkovich, General Manager of Holiday Inn Express, Orlando Airport
About HotAir
HotAir has quickly gained recognition for providing a comprehensive business solution for high-speed Internet access
(HSIA) for the hospitality industry. HotAir optimizes the solution by providing a turnkey, low maintenance network
that has a minimal impact on hotel staff while providing associated support on a 24/7 basis. HotAir offers a complete
HSIA package tailored to each customer's operational requirements, brand standards and other unique considerations.
HotAir is rapidly advancing the future of high-speed wireless technologies through innovative solutions based on firm
industry knowledge and dedicated installations. HotAir specializes in integrated solutions allowing remote
management and support for its customers. More information regarding HotAir's products and services can be found
at www.hotairnetwork.com or by calling 877-464-4742.
About Intercontinental Hotels Group
InterContinental Hotels Group is a leading global hospitality group, with more than 3,500 hotels and 535,000 guest
rooms across nearly 100 countries and territories. Every year, more than 120 million people stay with one of the
company's lodging brands.
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